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UST UNIVERSITAET STUTTGART

PRQ PRAQMA A/S

The RADON project (January 2019 - June 2021) has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 825040

Executive summary

Each partner has recognized their potential reach within a target community and based their effort
on this comparative ease of access. Common among the partners has been the effort of receiving
early feedback on their tool from alpha testers, either through training, seminars or internal
adoption. In addition to individual actions there has been a considerable effort in putting together
the final version of the RADON Framework combined with the Outreach Demonstrator material
for the purpose of training and tutorial. A booklet aiming to provide customization solutions for the
RADON framework has been created and is attached to this deliverable as a companion document.
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Glossary

IaC Infrastructure as Code

OSS Open Source Software

SME Small and medium-sized enterprises

FaaS Functions as a Service

OSS Open Source software

CDL Constraint Definition Language

CI/CD Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery

CLI Command Line Interface

CSAR Cloud Service Archive

CTT Continuous Testing Tool

DPT Defect Prediction Tool

DT Decomposition Tool

FaaS Function-as-a-Service

GMT Graphical Modeling Tool

IDE Integrated Development Environment

SUT System under test

TL Template Library

TLPS Template Library Publishing Service

TPS Template Publishing Service

VT Verification Tool
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1.Introduction
A broad, active community is essential for a newcomer in a very competitive landscape, with high
quality tooling. The partners of the RADON consortium have used their available means in order to
reach end users from academia, to open source and industry. We have engaged with users ‘where
they are’ and adapted our material and message based on the target audience.

Continuing from the foundation laid in D7.5, we went from the phase of being visible and open, to
a more active approach towards community building. It is not enough to rely on inbound traffic, but
perform strategic decisions based on market analysis.

1.1. Deliverable objectives

In this deliverable we want to achieve the following:

● Define a community building strategy
● Define the outreach material
● Provide a summary of the joint effort towards community outreach
● Provide a summary of the of the individual partners efforts in community outreach
● Define a roadmap for the way forward

1.2. Overview of main achievements

In Y3 the consortium performed some major community-building activities. Contrary to Y2, where
most actions have evolved around gaining awareness and visibility, in Y3 the focus was to invite
and motivate practitioners to have a more practical hands-on experience with the RADON
framework. The outreach demonstrator has been converted to an interactive training course in
Github giving the possibility to the community to gain a first experience with the tools of our
solution. Moreover, multiple events have been organized in the context of public dissemination
welcoming new potential users and future collaborators. The documentation of the tools has been
refined to reflect the latest status and features while the RADON booklet has been created to
answer all the questions regarding customization and future usage of the framework in a simplified
way.
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2. Community building strategy

2.1. Summary of the previous report

In the previous deliverable we presented the rationale for pursuing community building activities in
combination with what we deemed as essential targets. In short it evolved around a) gauging the
community need, and b) reaching early adopters, validators and contributors. At an early stage this
feedback went directly into the development cycle through new requirements and adjustment in
priorities. The deliverable also defined relevant channels for promoting a DevOps tool like
RADON in a very competitive landscape.

Based on our value proposition and the market analysis carried out in D7.4 Exploitation, we
recognized relevant target groups within academia, open-source and industry.

Academia: Within academia the relevant target audience is the computer science domain with
focus on cloud computing, microservices and serverless. This is a natural focus considering the
research nature of this project and the partners in our consortium. Within this domain we
distinguish between undergrad and postgrad students. The undergrads are a great group for
receiving early feedback and comments on usability. Increased awareness is also highly beneficial
for students pursuing a tech career and potentially attain the role as a RADON evangelist. When it
comes to post-doc and PhD level, the incentives, in addition to the aforementioned reasons, is
continued research and further development on the RADON environment.

Open-source: Most of the tools that constitute the RADON Framework are open source and
external contributions are welcomed. In order to address this community it must be clear that the
end users have free access to our tools and that it a) solves a real issue, or b) triggers the interest of
the potential contributor. The competition in the open-source domain is fierce in the way that there
are a great number of excellent open-source projects in need for contributions. In order to achieve
an active community environment, we have to facilitate such a platform. We have done this through
thorough documentation, available demos and contribution guides.

Industry: The engagement with the open-source community is more two-directional than the
industrial engagement. The industrial community can be thought of as pure consumers. Final
validation of the usability of the tool. RADON is first and foremost a collection of open source
tools. RADON FaaS is a managed service with customer support and hosting cost the main driver
in the pricing model. Given the domain, size and value proposition we made a narrower collection
of company segments, targeting:

(i) Work with SMEs. (ii) Work in Start-ups. (iii) Work with serverless technology. (iv) Early
adopters of tools/processes. (v) Shares a DevOps mindset. (vi) Specific interest in IaC.
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2.2. Bottom-up approach

Combine a strategy with organic growth. Any effort of forcing a community is bound to fail. You
cannot build a community top down, it needs a foundation with common conviction. The
foundation doesn’t need to be big, but the dedication needs to be firm. For us it has been important
to balance the outbound efforts with the nurture of organic growth. For example we hosted open
workshops for the community followed up with an invitation for trial usage. The RADON
consortium being such a diverse collection of actors, lays a stable foundation for further
development.

2.3. Engagement policy

We rely on positive interaction with our end users. In order to achieve that we have laid out some
guidelines for engagement.

- Quick response time. Take the community seriously with prompt and detailed response to
enquiries.

- Follow up enquiries. Build personal relationships with the community.
- Transparency. Being open about the roadmap, the tools limitations and general situation.
- “Give before you get”. Don’t expect contributions before you have provided value to the

potential user.
- Easy onboarding process. Contributions, either it is feedback, commits, discussions or bug

reporting should be easy and intuitive.
- Code of conduct. Sharing thoughts and ideas should be in a safe space.

2.4. Covid-19

The Covid-19 situation has introduced new ways of working and collaborating with the partners of
the project on an individual but also on a collective level. The consortium adapted fast to the
necessary changes ensuring the smooth continuation of the research and validation activities.

However, the situation regarding the dissemination and outreach activities has proven to be a little
bit more challenging. The limitations of physical interaction and the lack of informal meeting space
have impacted significantly our outreach dynamics. Most of the outreach activities were planned to
be done through physical events like conferences, meetups, training sessions, etc., and the majority
of them were canceled or converted into online events. Following the "online trend", we had to
adapt our plans so that we can organize such kinds of activities. Despite multiple obstacles that we
faced trying to adapt our processes and actions, the consortium, in general, responded pretty well to
this new events era, and that is reflected in sections 6 and 7 of this document describing the
community building actions done in period 3.
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3. Social media analysis

Since the beginning of the RADON project, we have established a strong presence via all possible
communication channels, i.e. the RADON website, and the social media channels including the
official Twitter account, the LinkedIn profile and the YouTube channel. All these media have been
used to effectively reach our audiences, demonstrate the project’s technical framework,
communicate the results, announce achievement of the objectives, publish public deliverables and
also to announce scientific publications and achievements. During the previous periods, we have
already built RADON’s brand image and our audience is better informed about the project and its
objectives.

In the current section we present a short analysis that has been performed on the main
characteristics of RADON followers in various Social Media using the appropriate tools for each
channel to analyze followers. Related to the RADON LinkedIn account we have used analytics
insights provided by LinkedIn, in order to get basic demographics of this channel’s followers.
Related to the RADON official Twitter account, we have used TruthNest, one of the top tools in the
market to analyze the demographics and other data of the users. TruthNest is developed by ATC
(one of the consortium partners) and is used to get in-depth twitter analytics and also supports
identification of true influencers, and detection of trolls and bots by profiling Twitter user accounts
based on their activity, network and influence.

3.1. LinkedIn Followers

The first part of this analysis focuses on LinkedIn followers, based on analytics insights provided
by LinkedIn.

In the Figure 3.1.1 below we observe the profile of followers, with respect to their Job Function. As
expected, RADON has a high penetration in the Engineering and Research communities (serving
the core framework aspects), which are closely followed by the users active in the Education field.
Professionals in the generic categories of IT, Marketing and Project Management appear in the next
rows.
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Figure 3.1.1 - Followers per Job Function

In Figure 3.1.2, the number and percentage of followers per cities and countries is presented,
demonstrating the useful insight that followers do not originate solely from the consortium
countries and cities, but they are also located in other places, demonstrating thus the interest from
various audiences.

Figure 3.1.2 - Followers per Location
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An interesting fact appears in Figure 3.1.3, ranking the RADON followers by their seniority level,
illustrating thus, a high impact of the framework in Entry level employees and (with very close
ranking) Senior level personnel. These types of employee sum-up to almost 80% with the first type
representing an audience of younger age, which still belongs in (or has just left) the Academic
community, therefore is still active to engage with new and innovative tools and frameworks, whilst
the later represents more senior professionals, in need to discover and bring innovative tools,
achieving thus better performance, product design and Time-To-Market for the organizations they
work for and related products. Sadly, higher ranking professionals (who are mainly decision makers
in corporate organizations) appear in the lower parts of this graphic, merely representing 15% of
the total audience, probably offering an explanation to reduced capability of all similar products to
address appropriate stakeholders and demonstrate achievements and overall business value of the
innovative frameworks.

Figure 3.1.3 - Follower per Seniority level

In Figure 3.1.4, the distribution of followers across the industry is presented, with a (highly
expected) 50% belonging in the IT sector impacted by RADON core technologies and another 27%
belonging in Research or High education sectors, followers who are expected to seek for new
technologies, achievements and breakthrough application frameworks.
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Figure 3.1.4 - Followers per Industry

Finally, in Figure 3.1.5 is presented the percentage of followers with respect to the company size
they belong to. Mid-sized corporations in the range below 500 employees appear to represent a
little below 50% of our audience, depicting the need of this size of industry to locate new products,
perform breakthrough actions and establish their way in an innovative environment. On the
opposite, bigger companies, seem to rely basically on well-established products in the market and
related stakeholders have less interest to get acquainted with new frameworks and technologies.

Figure 3.1.5 - Followers per Company Size
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3.2. Twitter Followers

The second part of this analysis focuses on Twitter followers of the RADON framework. As
described above, we used the tool TruthNest to get in-depth twitter analytics and also identify true
influencers, and locate (if any) trolls and bots by profiling Twitter user accounts based on their
activity, network and influence.

In Figure 3.2.1 below, we have located the “Most Important Followers”. The screenshot extracted
from TruthNest contains some “covered” parts, in order to hide Full name, user name and profile
picture of the Twitter followers, always bearing in mind not to disclose their personal data and not
to violate any GDPR regulations. Therefore, covering has been applied to sensitive information for
single-person users that follow RADON, while we disclose the important and anonymous
information of the number of followers they have. Of course, we present full data for communities
such as DevOps.com, EB2B_commerce, etc.

Explaining the data in this figure, we should depict it represents the “Most Important Followers” of
the official RADON account, information created based on the number of followers each one of
them has. This attribute results in the big “Reach” they have, which makes the followers appearing
in this figure important influencers, since each one of them has a large audience of themselves,
leading thus our RADON account to also reach these audiences in case they retweet our posts. This
depicts the success of RADON Social media, in building a strong community, with access to many
professionals with a small number of “steps”.
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Figure 3.2.1 - Most Important Followers

Taking one step further in the analysis and profiting from the capabilities the Twitter analysis tool
offers, we proceeded to hit the button “Analyze User” that appears next to each user in Figure 3.2.1
and we had the opportunity to further check activities of each user, related to the pattern in his
posts/replies and information related to these contents, the purpose being to identify if this could be
a bot or other malicious user behind this user activity, which of course would not be accepted as a
follower for the RADON project.
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Following the above steps to analyze the behavior of our “Most Important Followers”, based on
data selected by the Tool and presented to us, we observed the following:

● The Most Popular Tweets of the user as well as his Recent Tweets contain real life texts,
produced by a human and not a bot. Also the user’s Recent Replies, depict that he has real
interaction with other users, meaning they actually and meaningfully reply to the other
users.

● Time Elapsed between successive posts is not too narrow, as it would be the case for a bot
constantly retweeting content from various sources. On the contrary Time Elapsed varies
from hours to days, indicating a real person’s behavior

● Hashtags frequently used by the user are not random, on the contrary they are consistent
with focus to specific subjects, mostly around IT technologies, programming and software
in case of our RADON followers., meaning this is content generated by a real user.

● User’s interaction with other users, reveals a consistent behavior, since it includes frequent
tags (mentions) to the same users and retweets of their activity. What is most important is
that other users tagging the specific user in question or replying to him are presented by the
tool, enforcing the conclusion that this is not a fake account, since a lot of other users are
also validating (and finally endorse with their trust) the person in question.

● Analysis of the tweets contents reveals that the user is not only retweeting but is also
creating original tweets, they are creating tweets with hashtags, mentions and links in a
rational proportion with focus on specific community-related subjects. Also the language
used is the same in a great extent among the specific user’s posts.

● Analysis of the network of the user reveals that the new followers they acquire per day are
in rational terms (not a great number of followers are acquired per day) and a reasonable
number of followers is following back the user and vice versa. This provides the evidence
(based on quantity) that other Twitter users are also validating the person in question.

● Followers of the follower in question are also displayed, leading to the observation that well
known organizations and communities are following them, as well as recognizable real life
persons in some occasions.

Also, in Figure 3.2.2 below, overall activity of the follower in question is depicted via a graphical
representation and is ranked in one of three levels (Normal, Low, Extreme) according to the tool’s
internal validation mechanisms which is using specific algorithms to validate user behavior based
on a wide sample of data, used for comparison. As displayed in the Figure, the specific follower is
ranked as “Normal” in an outstanding 91,4% of the cases where their behavior is analyzed, offering
the final step of validation originating from a specialized tool in this area, concluding that this
person behaves “normally”.
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Figure 3.2.2 - Followers activity ranking

3.3. Social Media Analysis Conclusion

We have gone through the above steps of analysis, based on Qualitative and Demographic
characteristics provided by LinkedIn regarding all followers. We have also gone through an
analysis of behavioral insights provided by TruthNest regarding Twitter followers. The latter has
been performed both for the “Most Popular Followers” indicated by the tool, as well as for the
users that are mostly interacting with the RADON official account. Therefore, we can draw
conclusions on a wide set of Followers and – most important – on the ones that are mainly
interacting with RADON Social Media accounts and affecting to a great extent the project’s
presence on Social Media.

After taking these steps, we can safely conclude that followers of the RADON project electronic
community are real life persons. As made obvious from the above analysis no bots or other
malicious techniques are interacting with our Social Media accounts, therefore do not alter in any
way our presence on the web.
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4. Presentation material
We have used  the following material in the engagement activities with our target communities.

4.1. GitHub repositories

Keeping the open source tools of RADON framework in GitHub repositories, we enable
collaboration with the targeted communities. Enhancements, bug reports, issues resolution, pull
requests etc. are welcomed and highly appreciated.

The project is hosted on GitHub as an organization exposed at: https://github.com/radon-h2020.
The organization offers at the time of writing of this deliverable about 38 repositories, which are
centrally managed by the coordinator. The following naming conventions are used:

Dimension Convention

Case All folders and repositories must be in lower case

Forked repositories Forks can retain the name of the original folder

Tool repositories A tool folder must be named eg "radon-xyz" where "xyz" should
be replaced as needed

Demo applications / examples A folder with a demo application, or relevant examples, must be
named eg "demo-xyz" where "xyz" should be replaced as needed

Industrial use case
demonstrators

A folder with relevant industrial use case artifacts should be
named "usecase-xyz", where "xyz" should be replaced as needed

Tool repositories adopt a similar structure in terms of basic README.md documentation and Wiki
that provides basic installation and getting started instruction. The main tool repositories are:

● Continuous testing: https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-ctt
● Data pipelines: https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-datapipeline-plugin
● Decomposition: https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-decomposition-tool
● Defect prediction: https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-defect-prediction-api
● GMT: https://github.com/radon-h2020/winery
● IDE: https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-ide
● Orchestrator: https://github.com/radon-h2020/xopera-opera
● Verification: https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-verification-tool
● Delivery Toolchain: https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-delivery-toolchain
● FunctionHub: https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-functionhub-client (open-source)

https://cloudstash.io/ (publishing service)
● Monitoring System: https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-monitoring-tool
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● Template Library: https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-particles (open-source)
https://template-library-radon.xlab.si/ (publishing service)

To help navigate the many repositories, a central repository listing the key assets available to end
users is given at https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-methodology which acts as a “landing
page” for end users interested to learn the basics about RADON.

End users can interact in the “landing page” via the Issues feature to put forward to the consortium
general queries about RADON. More detailed technical questions about a specific tool are instead
meant to be triggered on the Issues of individual repositories, which also consolidate the tool
requirements.

4.2. Outreach Demonstrator

RADON's outreach demonstrator is a sample application aiming to be used for community-building
and general dissemination activities, that demonstrates the usage of the RADON tools in an
end-to-end example. In the first release of the demonstrator, the training material was presented as a
step-by-step workflow described in a text document. However, moving towards the end of the
project when dissemination activities and community-building activities became more often, we
decided as a consortium to refine the demonstrator material so that it delivers all the latest tool's
updates and features, but also offers a more interactive way of engaging the practitioners with the
tasks and the framework. Major work was done by all involved units in order to convert the
demonstrator material into training tutorials in RADON's Github repository “radon-demonstrator ”.1

The result of this effort is depicted in Figure 4.2.1 where detailed instructions and prerequisites are
given to practitioners willing to try out the RADON solution.

1https://github.com/radon-h2020/radon-demonstrator
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Figure 4.2.1 - RADON Demonstrator repository

The user, starting from the first lab can follow along an application development journey, and
according to his/her interests follow all steps or decide to skip irrelevant to his/her tools labs.

A Demonstrator workflow template has been created to help the practitioner understand how the
RADON tools are intended to be used in a real use case chronologically and how each tool adds
value to the development lifecycle. The workflow can be seen in Figure 4.2.2.

Starting from the top the practitioner can compose his/her own training story and navigate through
the different modules without being lost in the plethora of information. This way we can have a
better overview of what is offered in the RADON framework, which tools are relevant to the user’s
needs and how the integration steps should be made.

The demonstrator material is described in full detail in D6.6 - Outreach Demonstrator. This is an
archive enclosing the interactive demonstrator for the general public, accompanied by a report
describing the concept and the implementation.
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Figure 4.2.2 - RADON workflow
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4.3. White Paper - RADON

The white paper “From Zero to Serverless: the RADON approach”
describes to a broader audience how RADON allows for exploiting
serverless-based computing technologies. It provides the basic
requirements the framework addresses as well as the first few
rudimentary steps practitioners can take to approach the technology
and harness its concrete uses. Such constraints and procedures are
projected in the RADON DEVOPS methodology, its workflows, and
its tools and use practical and accessible language such that a more
practitioner-oriented readership can appreciate and embrace more
easily the RADON results. Finally, it overviews the use cases adopted
to validate the framework.

This document has been distributed through the RADON
dissemination activities, mainly conducted via social media (i.e., Twitter and Linkedin) because of
the Covid-19-related circumstances.

4.4. YouTube Channel

The Project’s YouTube channel includes explanatory videos that demonstrate the tools developed
within the project’s framework, and also project presentations that were held by project partners in
events/webinars.
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Since April 6th 2020, when our first video was uploaded, we have the following stats:

● Video Views 867 6th

● Estimated total hours of viewing time of our content 27.5 hours
● Total Subscribers 35
● Top Countries watching our videos: Netherlands 4.2%, Ukraine 1.5%, Italy 1.2%
● 2.700 times our video thumbnails were shown to viewers (Impressions). Includes only

impressions on YouTube, not on external sites or apps. 15.9% of these Impressions came
from YouTube recommending our videos.

● Average Video View Durations 1:54 min

Since October 2020, we have the following stats:

● Video Views 495
● Estimated total hours of viewing time of our content 15.2hours
● Total Subscribers 35
● Top Countries watching our videos: Netherlands 7.3%, Ukraine 2.6%
● 1.400 times our video thumbnails were shown to viewers (Impressions). Includes only

impressions on YouTube, not on external sites or apps. 17.2% of these Impressions came
from YouTube recommending our videos.

● Average Video View Durations 1:11min

4.5. RADON Booklet

In the last reporting period, the consortium has defined a booklet that reviews the RADON
objectives, methodology, tools and industrial use cases. A copy of the
booklet is attached with this deliverable. The text is about 40 pages
long and features a table of contents across the following main areas:

(1) Introduction : Benefits of serverless computing; Challenges posed
by serverless computing; Why RADON?; An overview of the RADON
framework; Structure of the handbook. (2) RADON Workflow-driven
Methodology: The RADON lifecycle model; RADON Workflows; (3)
Tools Overview: RADON IDE; Graphical Modeling Tool; Verification
Tool; Decomposition Tool; Defect Prediction Tool; Continuous Testing
Tool; xOpera SaaS Orchestrator; Template Library; Monitoring Tool;
Function Hub; CI/CD Plugin; Data Pipeline Plugin. (4) Industrial use

cases: Travel technology, Assisted Living, Artifact Management.

The book will be exposed to the public via website and social media and updated versions may be
released upon finding issues or the need to expand particular areas for the end user.
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4.6. White Paper - RADON TOSCA

"RADON TOSCA: A TOSCA Extension for Function-as-a-Service" is a
technical white paper devised in the context of the OASIS TOSCA
"Emerging Compute Ad-hoc" workgroup.

The document presents the challenges in the state of practice for
adopting serverless-based technologies as well as synthesizing the
lessons learned in the scope of the ad-hoc while showcasing RADON
and related technologies to the TOSCA TC chairs and members,
through a total of 14 focus groups of about 90 mins. The same lessons
are bound to be recapped beyond the whitepaper in a concrete and
practice-oriented journal publication.

Then, it provides a rich technical overview of RADON TOSCA, the
TOSCA profile developed in the context of WP4 activities, and how it aims at bridging these
challenges.

Several primary use cases are presented to validate the minimum requirements a solution for
modeling serverless-based applications should have. At the same time, the document will be
showcased within the TOSCA TC and approved as a contributed document deliverable by the TC
Ad-hoc towards the standard version 2.0 upcoming later this year.

Finally, a more complex scenario allows the target stakeholders to understand that RADON
TOSCA is an effective solution for modeling language-agnostic multi-cloud serverless applications.
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5. Community collaboration/engagements
RADON partners are deeply engaged in building the community and collaboration. During the
RADON project the partners made appearances with the presentations, demonstrations, workshops
on multiple occasions with a goal to ignite the interest of the RADON tools or RADON as a whole
in the different target groups.

The overall actions include presentations on conferences, collaborations with other EU projects
(SODALITE H2020), presenting concepts and devops approaches to other EU projects (FISHY,
PIACERE), covering communication with the OASIS TOSCA TC and last and not least, our
partners promote the RADON also with engaging their work in other open-source communities
with contributions, as Apache with RADON GMT and Ansible, with developing Ansible execution
scripts for TOSCA and giving the feedback to the community developed content.

The mentioned activities make communities aware that we are using their work to create something
better and bigger. This usually is a very reliable channel to address early adopters and users. More
in detail we will present the following two collaborations.

5.1. OASIS TOSCA Technical Committee

RADON has invested a constant presence within the TOSCA TC. In the scope of the emerging
compute ad-hoc meeting, it has produced a considerable amount of recommendations, design
patterns, and anti-patterns, principles, and other usage-oriented materials that the technical
committee will exploit as refinements for the upcoming version TOSCA 2.0, due later this year.

In the scope of this exercise, RADON has participated with two voting members, one of which is
the secretary of the TC itself. As secretary, Dr. Damian Tamburri reports a constant presence of ~
ten members of the TC. They were exposed---in one way or another and through the usage of direct
presentations---to RADON TOSCA-related material. The meetings are converging towards a new
version of the standard. As previously mentioned, RADON played a fundamental inspirational role,
perhaps most significantly in its nature of running examples for TOSCA-based smart orchestration.

In the future, the TC recommended channeling the feedback and recommendations from RADON
and other related consortia (e.g., SODALITE) in a specific deliverable that the TC can use to either
validate or augment the current committee specification draft towards a stable TOSCA 2.0 version
to be voted around November 2021. RADON leads the “Emerging Compute Models ad-hoc” where
RADON TOSCA, namely the TOSCA profile for FaaS development, has been presented,
showcased, and improved through the meetings. A document summarizing this activity is being
prepared when writing this deliverable. It is foreseen to be released to the TOSCA TC around
M30.
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5.2. RADON-SODALITE collaboration

In February 2021, the two consortia mutually agreed with a MoU to establish a
RADON-SODALITE (R-S) task force for collaborative work aimed at jointly extending the
applicability of their tools through a shared use case. This collaboration can be regarded both as a
WP7 activity and as a technical activity across WP2-WP5.

A full report of the collaboration has been included in D2.5, Section 6, and we point the
interested reader there for more details. Feedbacks received on individual tools are instead
included in D6.5.
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6. Joint community outreach
In this section, we review recent actions undertaken in Period 3 to build the overall RADON
community. Contrary to the actions described later at individual partner level, this section reviews
consortium-wide actions where the RADON framework as-a-whole was the object of the
community building, as opposed to individual tools. The beta release of the RADON framework in
M22 brought more opportunities for external dissemination and community building actions.
Having a framework version that includes all RADON tools in a more mature state enabled the
consortium to create and participate in events with the ultimate goal to unveil the full potential of
the framework. This was of crucial importance as we had the chance to get feedback from external
end-users related to applicability of the solution to different situations, user experience, and user
satisfaction of the product.

Action Motivation Target
Audience

Platform Timeline

RADON Tool
Commercial
Videos

Introduce marketing
videos for
advertising the use
of RADON platform
and tools

DevOps and
data engineers,
Developers,
Researchers,
Students

Youtube June 2021

HCLOUD Summit
Talk

Invited talk,
represented RADON
consortium

Researchers,
Industry Zoom

April 2021

Featured article
on “Research
Outreach”
magazine

Featured article on
RADON

Researchers,
Managers,
Practitioners

Magazine In production,
expected to
appear in July
2021

RADON-SODALI
TE TOSCA TC
Talk

Invited talk,
presentation of
RADON-SODALITE
collaboration

Industry Zoom
June 2021

RADON Bootcamp
Webinars

Official RADON
Bootcamp in webinar
form.

Developers,
Researchers,
Students

Zoom
June 2021 (to
continue in July
2021)

RADON
demonstrator
final version

This demonstrator
provides a technical
 baseline for
hands-on training
activities and offers

Industry
professionals,
developers,
students

Github repository
including
tutorials,
Word companion
document

First version:
December 2020

Last version:
June 2021
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practitioners the
possibility to try out
the solution.

Training material
in Github
repositories

Showcase
functionality and
enable hands on
experience for
potential users

DevOps
practitioners,
automation
testers, tech
enthusiasts
and students

Github
repositories

Released in June
2021

Participation at
TOSCA Technical
Committee and
initialization of
the Emergent
Compute Ad-Hoc
(ECAH)

Illustration of the
RADON’s goals and
tools to disseminate
them to a broader
industrial audience.

Industrial Virtual From September
2019 to June 2021

British Computer
Society Talk

Invited talk,
presentation of
RADON framework

Developers,
Industry
professionals

Zoom December 2020

ICPE 2021
Tutorial

3 hours tutorial at the
ICPE 2021. The
tutorial took place on
April 19th. We
basically covered
performance
modeling and
engineering for
microservices and
serverless apps with
the RADON
Framework.
(https://icpe2021.spec.
org/program/tutorials
)

Researcher,
Students Zoom

April 2021

Webinar:
Serverless
frameworks and
applications

Public webinar to
present pre-release
introducing the
Radon project and
displaying the
potential of
serverless through
relevant use cases.

Industry
professionals,
customers and
broader
community
outreach

Online webinar November 2020
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RADON-SODAL
ITE workshop
and task force

Joint task force
meetings  between
projects for planning
and launching joint
exploitation
activities

SODALITE
consortium

Zoom October
2020-June  2021

QUDOS workshop Presenting papers on
TOSCA
(Auto-scaling Using
TOSCA Infrastructure
as Code -
https://link.springer.co
m/chapter/10.1007%2
F978-3-030-59155-7_
20)

DevOps
community

Online September 2020

QUDOS workshop Presenting paper on
Data Pipeline
Architecture for
Serverless Platform

DevOps
community

Online September 2020

RADON  project
overview at
ESOCC’20

Contribution to
ESOCC’20 EU
projects track

H2020
community

Online September 2020

Extensive efforts
in tool
documentation.

Simplify the process
of learning each tool
and the Framework as
a whole

All potential
users

GitHub Readme,
ReadTheDocs

June 2020

RADON
Framework Beta
and Demonstrator

This Demonstrator
will show how the
end user will interact
with RADON at an
initial stage.

Students,
developers

Available as online
training material.
Used in demos,
presentations,
training etc.

December 2020

Talk&Trace
company
presentation

Presentation of
RADON platform

SME Online October 2020

Philips company
presentations

Presentation of
RADON platform and
tools

Industry Online Spring and
Summer 2020

ICPE 2020
Tutorial (IMP,
UST)

Presentation of DT
and CTT tools

Academic
community

Online April 2020
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RADON tutorial at
ISE Summer
School 2020

Tutorial at ISE
Summer School 2020
showing RADON’s
novel approach for
(graphical) modeling
with TOSCA, CTT,
and DEC tools.

Master students
in software
engineering

Online webinar July 2020

RADON alpha
trial

Trial in external
company of RADON
alpha

Philips supplier
sustainability
division

Meetings via
Zoom, emails,
occasionally
Github

From March to
August 2020

IDC interview Presentation of
RADON project

Industry Online Summer 2020

Table 6.1 - Joint actions

6.1.1. Action details

RADON Tool Commercial Videos. Significant efforts related to community building have been
made for the creation of the RADON tools commercial videos. The videos have either short
duration with the intention to advertise the RADON product to end-customers or longer duration
with a more technical explanatory nature. The consortium units were free to choose video style and
expression while following some collectively agreed guidelines. A dedicated amendment in year 2
was applied to allow the partners to shift budget and allow them to rely on third party professional
services for the production of the commercial videos. The latter activities typically involved
significant effort from the unit to define the video scenario prior to production.

1. RADON data pipeline commercial video

UTR relied on a professional video design service through the Fiverr.com platform to produce a
commercial video advertising the capabilities of the RADON platform in designing and deploying
real-time multi-cloud data migration and processing services. The video is published on Youtube
and is targeted at DevOps practitioners who need to solve issues in real-time data migration
between on-premise and multi-cloud environments.
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Figure 6.1 - RADON data pipeline commercial Youtube video

2. RADON Function Hub commercial video

Similar to UTR, EFI/PRQ relied on the same agency from Fiverr.com, to create a commercial video
for the Function Hub advertisement with the RADON scope. The video is published on Youtube
and shared on multiple social media platforms targeting DevOps professionals and industry
decision-makers. It tries to explain through a short animated video the functionality of our tool and
how it could be useful to the target audience.

Figure 6.2 - RADON Function Hub commercial Youtube video
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3. RADON GMT commercial video:

UST creates two commercial videos for GMT by purchasing the Pro+ subscription plan for the
Powtoon.com video creation platform. The produced videos include a 84-second teaser and a
4-minute demonstration which highlight the core functionalities and benefits of the GMT. The
produced videos are circulated via popular platforms such as Youtube and Twitter. Furthermore, the
full-length video is also referenced in the documentation of GMT.

Figure 6.3 - RADON Graphical Modeling Tool commercial Youtube video

4. RADON CTT commercial videos:

UST created two commercial tool videos (90-second teaser and a 3-minute full video) advertising
CTT. For CTT, we used the same 2-month Pro+ UST subscription that was used for GMT. Both
versions of the CTT video showcase the advantages for continuous testing, outline the basic steps
of using CTT including annotated screencasts, and provide references for additional materials. The
videos are published on YouTube and advertised via Twitter.
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Figure 6.4 - RADON Continuous Testing Tool commercial Youtube video

5. RADON DPT commercial video:

Besides creating several tutorial videos on its assets, TJD created one commercial tool video (i.e., 1
minute 56 seconds full video) advertising the DPT, renamed Defuse. To make this video, we relied
on our internal organization video-maker team. In short, the video tries to catch the viewer’s
attention on the tool by providing information on its most important features and the innovative
aspects it presents. The video is published on YouTube and was advertised via Twitter.

Figure 6.5 - RADON Defect Prediction Tool commercial Youtube video
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6. RADON DT commercial video:
IMP has also defined a decomposition tool via the same Fiverr agency, based on text scripts
provided by the unit. The resulting video describes the ability of the decomposition tool to
decide optimal resource allocation and monolith decomposition.

Figure 6.6 - RADON Decomposition Tool commercial Youtube video

7. RADON VT commercial video:
IMP has also produced a second video to commercialize its verification tool asset. The video is
also based on the Fiverr third party services. The scripting walks through the end user through the
stages of requirement definition via the constraint definition language and subsequent verification.

Figure 6.7 - RADON Verification Tool commercial Youtube video
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8. RADON xOpera SaaS commercial video:
XLAB has also contracted agency from Fiverr.com to create a promotional/teaser video for both
Template Library and xOpera SaaS, as they complement one another. In this video it is presented
how to use and obtain TOSCA templates from Template Library and then use them for deployment
and orchestration with xOpera SaaS orchestrator.

Figure 6.8 - RADON xOpera SaaS and Template Library commercial video

9. RADON Template Library commercial video:
As mentioned under 8, Template Library has a promotional video together with xOpera SaaS and
two more technical videos.

Figure 6.9 -  RADON Template Library and xOpera SaaS commercial video
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For the Template Library we've created two technically oriented videos containing screencasts of
how to use the actual tools. One presents usage of the Template Library through Eclipse Che and
the other one presents usage of Template Library through CLI, both ending with showing results in
TPS GUI.

Figure 6.10 -  RADON Template Library using Eclipse Che video

Figure 6.11 - RADON Template Library using CLI video

10. RADON ATC UC commercial video:
ATC produced a commercial video, in order to demonstrate the benefits highlighted by ATC Use
Case implementation. The video uses graphical and 3D representations, in order to demonstrate
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combined usage of RADON Tools, validation of the Use Case Workflows and highlight the
framework’s Unique Business Value, i.e. no vendor lock-in, Reduced Operation Costs, Simplified
development processes and improved Time-To-Market.

Figure 6.12 - RADON No vendor lock-in

Figure 6.13 - RADON DevOps Continuous Cycle
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Figure 6.14 - RADON Business Value highlight

11. RADON overall framework commercial video:

ENG produced a commercial video introducing the RADON overall framework. By means of
animations in the style of the Tron movie, the video proposes a journey across the RADON key
concepts.

Figure 6.15 - A frame from the RADON overall framework commercial video
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12. Hybrid Computing Profile video
The consortium also produced a video to explain the Hybrid Compute Profile we have developed
jointly with SODALITE. The video shows the ability of the profile to address the cloud continuum.

Figure 6.16 - Hybrid Compute Profile video

H-CLOUD Summit Talk. RADON contributed throughout all period 3 to the H-CLOUD initiative
and on this basis it has been invited to present at the H-CLOUD Technical Community Event, held
virtually on March 23, 2021. This was an occasion for multiple H2020 projects to present their
results and vision amongst themselves and to all attendees. A PDF of the RADON presentation is
available on the H-CLOUD website at:
https://www.h-cloud.eu/download/21_radon_hcloud/?wpdmdl=1062&masterkey=6063930f10ec4
Among the feedback we have received during this event, we highlight several reflections on the
importance of supporting machine learning workloads as one of the possible use cases of serverless
computing. The project has a good standing in this kind of workflow thanks to the industrial use
case validation in the ATC use case that leverages NLP and other ML techniques.

Featured article in “Research Outreach” magazine. A feature article to present the results of
RADON is scheduled to appear in the Research Outreach magazine (https://researchoutreach.org).
The magazine has a broad reach within the EU Horizon community with feature magazines form
many projects across different objectives. The RADON feature article is scheduled to appear in
July 2021 and will center on serverless computing and DevOps.

RADON-SODALITE TOSCA TC Webinar. The consortium, in collaboration with SODALITE,
presented on June 30 the results of their joint collaboration at the TOSCA TC Implementation
Stories webinar cycle: https://www.oasis-open.org/tosca-implementation-stories/.
This is a webinar series for industrial end-users meant to explore various facets of TOSCA and its
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concrete deployment and new use cases. The consortium presented a webinar titled “Holistic
modeling of HPC, FaaS, and Edge applications with RADON and SODALITE TOSCA extensions”
with the following abstract: “Defining an integrated scenario with the ability to deploy distributed
and heterogeneous software simultaneously across HPC, Function-as-a-Service (FaaS), and edge is
a complex and challenging endeavour. During this presentation, the presenters will provide an
overview of the TOSCA extensions defined by the EU projects RADON and SODALITE that
enable such heterogeneous deployments. They’ll tell the story of how, by joining forces, the two
projects have holistically integrated these extensions and the modelling and orchestration toolchain
that can leverage them. Industrial use cases that further demonstrate the applicability of the joint
RADON and SODALITE extensions will be showcased.” A video of the webinar is now available
on YouTube at the OASIS Open channel :2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jusRsRrlKds&ab_channel=OASISOpen

A screenshot of the presentation is given next.

RADON Bootcamp Webinars. The consortium has also produced a webinar cycle for RADON
end users that is scheduled to run from June onwards, in order to keep informing the audience about
the project results also beyond M30, as part of the exploitation and communication activities. Each
webinar consists of a 40 minutes screencast with presentation and tool demo, with similar graphical

2 https://www.youtube.com/c/Oasis-openOrg
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outlook and consistent A/V characteristics (1080p).

Figure 6.17 - RADON Bootcamp Webinar I

The webinars cover a variety of subjects and are planned as follows:
● Webinar I: Introduction to RADON and TOSCA
● Webinar II: Modelling with the GMT & Testing microservices with CTT
● Webinar III: Data Pipeline: Automating data movement in cloud
● Webinar IV: Debugging and defect prediction for Ansible & TOSCA
● Webinar V: Decomposing a monolith into microservices
● Webinar VI: Hybrid computing profile

Webinar III - Data Pipeline: Automating data movement in cloud was held live on 25th of June
2021 introducing the RADON framework, the data pipeline methodology and tools. The goal was
to describe the capabilities and out-of-box approach adopted by the RADON data pipeline tool to
avoid vendor lock-in issues while migrating and processing on-the-fly data in a cross-cloud
platform. The webinar also included a live tutorial on how to use RADON IDE to design and
deploy TOSCA based data pipeline service templates. 45 people signed up through LinkedIn for the
event and more than 20 people participated from six different countries and 10 different universities
or companies.
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Figure 6.18 - RADON data pipeline webinar even description in Linkedin3

RADON demonstrator final version. Outreach demonstrator is the result of the task T6.4. Within
this task, the consortium collaborated to develop an interactive demonstrator of RADON stack for
end-users to try out key features of the solution. This task reports to the second release of the
outreach demonstrator and all tools described in it were refined reflecting their latest status and
achievements. The material from the outreach demonstrator acted perfectly as a baseline for various
dissemination activities held by the consortium, for example the RADON workshop and the
RADON bootcamps. The final version is reported in D6.6, an archive containing the training
material accompanied by a report describing the concept and the implementation.

Training material in Github. Eficode has initiated the work related to the T7.5 and created a
repository currently hosted in RADON’s Github organization. The purpose of this activity is to
expose training and outreach material to the general public, making it easy for the framework
adopters to follow detailed tutorials in order to reveal RADON’s full capabilities. The repository is
accessible at https://github.com/radon-h2020/RADON-workshop and is continuously updated with
more content while it is intended to be used broadly in the future for more dissemination activities
such as conference tutorials, summer schools, training events, professional services, and teaching.

3 https://www.linkedin.com/events/webinaronradondatapipeline-auto6810087920939225088/
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Figure 6.19 -  RADON training material on Github

Participation at TOSCA Technical Committee and Emergent Compute Ad-Hoc meetings.
TJD initiated the TOSCA Emerge Compute Ad-Hoc (ECAH). This workgroup, recognized by
OASIS, reflects on the need for TOSCA to be adaptable to and adoptable in emerging compute
contexts. Specifically, it targets (1) serverless and FaaS-computing orchestration, (2)
edge-computing and edge-based data pipelines orchestration, (3) high-performance computing
orchestration. The workgroup is led by Damian Tamburri and Dario Di Nucci (both at TJD).
RADON's goals and tools have been disseminated to a broader industrial audience by TJD, XLB,
and UST during its activities. Specifically, we demonstrated how RADON TOSCA (February and
June 2021), the RADON Graphical Modeling Tool, xOpera (September 2020), and the RADON
Defect Prediction Tool (April and July 2020) could increase serverless adoption relying on TOSCA
as the main modeling language. A significant outcome of the meetings is the RADON TOSCA
white paper refined in collaboration with several technical committee members.

Damian Tamburri (TJD) is currently the secretary of the TOSCA Technical Committee, whereas
Dario Di Nucci (TJD) is a voting member. They both have contributed to the TOSCA evolution,
eventually leading to the new TOSCA version (i.e., 2.0). Finally, XLB presented how xOpera
leverages TOSCA to orchestrate FaaS applications during a TOSCA Technical Committee meeting
in October 2020.
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Figure 6.20 - The list of participants to one of the TOSCA ECAH meetings.

British Computer Society Talk. In December 2020 the consortium delivered a holistic
presentation of the project results at the practitioner’s group: BCS Sociotechnical and Software
Practice Advancement specialist groups. The talk lasted for about 60 minutes and demonstrated the
entire RADON framework via slides and demos. We have received several questions throughout,
for example concerning the differences with Terraform and the support for runtime
quality-of-service management methods in the project (e.g., auto-scaling). The video of our BCS
presentation on YouTube is fully available to the public .4

ICPE 2021 Tutorial. IMP and UST co-developed a 3 hour tutorial at ACM/SPEC ICPE 2021:
https://icpe2021.spec.org/program/tutorials. This conference is a hybrid scientific/industrial venue,
since SPEC is an industrial organization focussed on benchmarking. The consortium contributed a
tutorial titled "Performance Modeling and Engineering for Microservices and Serverless
Applications with the RADON Framework". The tutorial introduced serverless computing and its
performance challenges and gave ample space to performance and load testing challenges that
underpin it, as well as to serverless modelling based on various formalisms.

4 https://youtu.be/e5sYRS1AGSs
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Figure 6.21 - ICPE 2021

Webinar: Serverless frameworks and applications This webinar was organized by Eficode and
was held on November 19, 2020. The main topic was a customer story where serverless
technologies were used to solve a concrete problem, followed by an introduction of the RADON
framework with Giuliano Casale from IMP as guest speaker. RADON was introduced to the
audience as an alternative to the current market offerings around serverless development. The
webinar was advertised to Eficode’s main webpage and to social media such as linkedIn, Twitter,
etc. and attracted plenty of interest from people working in the IT industry. The webinar recording
is accessible at https://www.eficode.com/events/serverless-frameworks-and-applications.

The participants showed a lot of interest in the RADON framework and also indicated their interest
in participating in the second webinar to explore the solution more in-depth.
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Figure 6.22 -  Webinar I: Radon introduction
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7. Individual actions
Every partner will present their planned and performed actions for community building.

7.1. ATC

The following table lists the community building actions performed by ATC.

Action Motivation Target
Audience

Platform Timeline

Blog Posts on the
project’s website

Increase project’s
awareness by
reaching out to
general audience
about Events,
Conferences and the
Consortium’s actions

IT
professionals,
Research
scholars, Tech
savvy people,
Project
Partners

RADON project
Website October 2020 –

June 2021

Blog Posts on the
project’s website

Build a deeper
relationship with our
audience by
demonstrating the
project’s technical
framework,
methodology and use
cases

IT
professionals,
Tech savvy
people

RADON project
Website

October 2020 –
June 2021

Blog Posts on
RADON
Publications

Build a deeper
relationship with our
scientific audience by
demonstrating the
Papers and other
scientific work
implemented during
the project duration

Scholars,
Research
scholars, IT
professionals,
Tech savvy
people

RADON project
Website, Social
Media

April 2021 - June
2021

Social Media
Posts

Increase project’s
awareness, social
media engagement
and ultimately
website traffic, by
sharing latest news
about the project

IT
professionals,
Research
scholars, Tech
savvy people,
Project
Partners

Twitter,
LinkedIn

June 2019 - June
2021
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Social Media
Posts

Sharing posts of
relevant accounts
(DevOps, Cloud,
Tech blogs, industry
experts), to motivate
them to engage with
our accounts and
increase our
following.

IT
professionals,
Research
scholars, Tech
savvy people,
Project
Partners

Twitter,
LinkedIn

October 2020 –
June 2021

Social Media
Posts

Spreading the word
about research papers
developed by the
consortium, updates
and existing features
of RADON Tools and
Platform

IT
professionals,
Research
scholars, Tech
savvy people,
Project
Partners

Twitter,
LinkedIn

March 2020 –
June 2021

YouTube Videos
of the RADON
tools, Use Cases
and overall
framework

Demonstrate the tools
developed within the
project and their
benefits. Demonstrate
the Use Cases
achievements and
overall framework
presentation to bring
the results closer to
an audience less
oriented to serverless
community

IT
professionals,
Research
scholars, Tech
savvy people

YouTube

June 2021 –
September 2021

Redesign and
maintain Project
Identity Kit and
Opening and
Closing Frames
for Videos

Consistency within
the consortium on
project branding for
the creation of
commercial videos
from each partner.

Project
Partners

Internal
Consortium
Repository (File
Server)

May 2021

Internal
Consortium
Newsletter

Motivate partners to
reshare and
redistribute via their
personal/academic/co
mmercial social
media accounts,
content already

Project
Partners

Mailchimp April 2021 –
September 2021
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shared on the project
website and social
media

Create
Communication
Kit (creatives
with RADON
logo, social
media copy for
Twitter and
LinkedIn,
Instructions)

Motivate partners to
create and distribute
via their
personal/academic/co
mmercial social
media accounts,
content related to the
RADON project.

Project
Partners

Internal
Consortium
Repository (File
Server)

April 2021 –
September 2021

RADON
Webinar series

Reaching out to
general audience,
Motivate less
engaged people from
our community to get
acquainted with the
RADON framework,
methodology and
tools

IT
professionals,
Research
scholars, Tech
savvy people,
Project
Partners

YouTube,
RADON project
Website, Social
Media

June 2021 –
September 2021

Subscribe
Landing Page

Spread the word
about RADON
framework, engage
developers to engage
with our community,
motivate interested
parties to test the
framework

IT
professionals,
Tech savvy
people

Mailchimp November 2020 -
June 2021

Table 7.1.1 - ATC actions

7.1.1. Action details

In October 2020, we entered the last 8 months of the project. We have already built RADON’s
brand image and our audience is better informed about the project and its objectives. During this
time and as of today we tried to build a deeper relationship with our audience by demonstrating the
project’s technical framework, methodology and use cases, by sharing blog posts of our public
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deliverables and project scientific publications. We also created a landing page for users that are
developing software and want to test RADON’s evolving framework.

Furthermore, to keep increasing our social media reach, in with our social media posts we kept
mentioning/tagging several social media accounts related with the tech (cloud, devops) industry,
and also used industry related hashtags and keywords.

In addition, regarding the increase of the project’s reach and website traffic:

● We created an internal newsletter ‘reminder’ campaign, sent twice a week, for all partners to
disseminate the project’s latest content within their social media accounts.

● Since June 2021 and as of today we are uploading on the project’s YouTube channel and
further sharing both on the project’s blog post and social media, videos created by each
project partner, on the tool developed within the RADON framework.

7.2. ENG

The following table lists the community building actions performed by ENG.

Action Motivation Target Audience Platform Timeline

Webinar Present the FaaS
approach and
RADON results
within the
company.

ENG development
teams, consultants

“Lookahead”
ForENG Channel

July 2021

Webinar Presente the
Eclipse
technology to the
company.

ENG development
teams, consultants.

“Lookahead”
ForENG Channel

September 2021

Courses at
“Enrico della
Valle” IT &
Management
School

Spread the
knowledge of
the serverless
paradigm
within the
company

ENG development
teams

ForENG January 2022
(was January 2021)

Ad-hoc
presentation to
key customers

Promote the
adoption of
serverless
solution by
ENG customers

ENG key customers Microsoft Teams February 2021

Presentation of
RADON project

Promote the
creation of a new

Director of the
“Enrico della Valle”

Microsoft Teams July 2020
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course dedicated
to Serverless
computing.

IT & Management
School

Table 7.2.1 - ENG actions

7.2.1. Action details

This year (2021) the “Enrico Della Valle” Training School (responsible for the development of the
Fortube contents) launched a new channel devoted to emerging technologies. The new channel
(titled “Look Ahead”) has the objective to host webinars about technologies, approaches and
methodologies that ENG considers becoming mainstream during the next two or three years. The
RADON project contributed to this new initiative with two webinars: one dedicated to the FaaS
approach, another presenting the Eclipse Che technology. Both webinars explicitly mention the
results of the RADON project. The two webinars are going to be published in July and September
2021.

The “Enrico Della Valle” Training School decided to postpone for one year the creation of a new
course dedicated to FaaS. The main concern at the root of this decision was the actual number of
employees potentially interested in this new course given the low level of adoption of this
technologies within ENG ongoing projects. This concern was raised during follow ups to the
presentation held in July 2020. The decision was instead to take advantage of the new “Look
Ahead” channel to assess the actual interest in this technology before the creation of a new in
presence course.

The RADON project was presented to the ENG CTO in February 2021. During the discussion it
was confirmed that some of the ENG customers started to be aware of the FaaS technology and that
the keyword started to appear within the text of bids.

7.3. IMP

The following table lists the community building actions performed by IMP.

Action Motivation Target Audience Platform Timeline

QA DevOps group
meetups

Community
engagement

Practitioners Zoom May/June 2021

Keynote talk at
Dagstuhl seminar on

serverless

Keynote by R.
Chatley (IMP)

including RADON
results

Researchers Zoom
May 2021
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RADON workshop:
Serverless

applications with the
RADON framework

Talk by G. Casale
(IMP) at online event
hosted by EFICODE

Developers, Industry Zoom
March 2021

Huawei Autonomous
Network Conference

Talk

Invited talk,
presentation of
research results

Industry Zoom
December 2020

World Logic Day
2021

Public event
organized by IMP
on logic and
verification
research, related
to verification
tool/CDL

Researchers Zoom December 2020

U. Florence
Doctoral School

Presentation of
RADON
performance
models

About 30 PhD
students

Zoom September 2020

SPEC DevOps RG
presentation

Presentation of
RADON runtime
methods

Professionals and
PhD students

Online May 2020

ICPE 2020
Tutorial (Joint with
UST)

Presentation of DT
and CTT tools

Academic
community

Online April 2020

CSE/QUDOS @
ECSA 2020

QUDOS steering
committee and
co-organization

Academic and
industrial
community

N/A Contributed to
event organization
and talk
presentation

September 2020

Huawei company
presentation

Presentation to
Huawei Ireland of
research work that
included RADON

Industrial GoToMeeting May and
September 2020

ESOCC 2020 EU
Projects Track

Organization of
conference track
for H2020 projects

Research project
members

Online January through
October 2020

H-CLOUD cluster
representation

Representation of
RADON in cluster

H2020
stakeholders

Online Several calls
during 2020

OSS 2020
attendance

Attendance of
event

Academics and
H2020

Online May 2020
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stakeholders

Table 7.3.1 - IMP actions

7.3.1. Action Details

In the final period IMP, as coordinator, has engaged in a number of activities both to represent the
consortium and also to broaden the knowledge of RADON and the tools the unit has developed
within the project.

In terms of community building within the research community, we have contributed primarily to
events such as ICPE 2021, the World Logic Day, and to a Daghstul seminar on serverless
computing attended by the main researchers working in the area. Our goal in these events has been
to broaden interest for the applied and theoretical challenges that we have been studying within
RADON in order to encourage further research on the subjects, in addition to helping the
community put on the map the scientific work we have carried out within the project.

In this final period, our unit has also ramped out the outreach towards software engineering and
practitioners. In December 2020 we have held a seminar at the British Computer Society (BCS)
group on advancing software practice, our session has been streamed to the group base and then
uploaded on YouTube by BCS .5

We have also similarly exposed our research to industry in other events, such as: the Huawei
Ireland AN conference, which featured high-profile attendance from the international telco
industry; a serverless webinar organized by Eficode to expose RADON via demonstrators to their
end user base; a talk at the HCLOUD summit to make RADON known to the other running EU
projects; and a TOSCA TC talk to discuss the results of the RADON-SODALITE collaboration.
Overall, these activities have helped us gain feedback and raise awareness of RADON across a
good base of practitioners and researchers in Europe.

Lastly, we have organized two webinars on our devops meetup group, which consists of DevOps
enthusiasts, in order to showcase the basics about RADON TOSCA. This is the EventBrite banner
we have used to advertise it .6

6 https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/automating-serverless-application-deployment-with-tosca-tickets-152893944905#
5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5sYRS1AGSs&list=PLro4AfYyf7M5u4b8OX2OgLVAV9Yuwkt92&index=1&t=3469s
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Figure 7.3.1 - RADON TOSCA banner

The events have been offered for free and featured live demos with the RADON IDE and
xOperaSaaS.

7.4. XLB

The following table lists the community building actions performed by XLB.

Action Motivation Target
Audience

Platform Timeline

xOperaSaaS,
RADON
orchestrator

Presentation of
RADON orchestrator
to the PIACERE
project and a
workshop proposing
the integration into
the PIACERE
architecture.

Technical,
scientific
(10-25)
multiple
events

Online April-June 2021

TOSCA and
xOpera
presentation to
GAIA-X work
package

We presented TOSCA
and xOpera to the
team that would like to
provide the
orchestration
functionality to the
whole GAIA-X
platform

Technical,
scientific
(30-40)

Online

April 2021

OASIS TOSCA -
xOpera
Orchestrator

Presentation of
RADON
orchestrator, xOpera
project and
xOperaSaaS to the
TOSCA TC members
and steering

Technical,
scientific
(10)

Online November 2020
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committee.

xOpera posts on
social media

Spreading the word
about updates and
existing features of the
xOpera orchestrator

Mixed
(developers,
partners,
followers)

Twitter, LinkedIn October 2019 -
present

General RADON
posts

Presenting RADON’s
intention and our role
in it

Mixed
(developers,
partners,
followers)

Twitter, LinkedIn May 2019 -
present

AnsibleFest 2020
webinar

Presenting quality
Ansible content, which
is a basis for xOpera
orchestrator

OpenSource
community

Ansiblefest 2020
Virtual Experience,
announcements on
XLAB’s social
media

September 2020

QUDOS workshop Presenting papers on
TOSCA (Examination
and Comparison of
TOSCA Orchestration
Tools -
https://link.springer.co
m/chapter/10.1007/978
-3-030-59155-7_19)

DevOps
community

Online September 2020

TOSCA Emerging
Compute Models
ad-hoc Conference
Call

Presenting our
lightweight TOSCA
compliant orchestrator
xOpera at the call

TOSCA
community

Online September 2020

Interoperable
TOSCA
orchestrators - TC
working group

The collaboration
among orchestrators to
reach interoperability

TOSCA
community/ind
ustry

Online October 2020

Table 7.4.1 - XLAB actions

7.4.1. Action details

XLAB, as a creator and maintainer of the RADON orchestrator (xOpera), has hosted and
collaborated in numerous actions that aimed to present the power of TOSCA and Ansible and the
benefits of deploying cloud applications with a lightweight TOSCA orchestrator that is also
available as a SaaS component.

Our xOpera orchestration tool has been introduced to the TOSCA TC members and steering
committee, where we discussed how we use and implement OASIS TOSCA standard in xOpera
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project and the goals that we have for the future, focusing also on application scaling features,
which we developed later on and is now integrated as special part of xOpera SaaS. Our presentation
described various xOpera tools, for instance we have presented xOpera API and the first version of
xOpera SaaS and the logic behind SaaS workspaces and projects. Apart from that we also presented
the Template Library service and explained how it holds and manages the TOSCA content.

We gave a presentation to the team that coordinates the next generation of a European data
infrastructure - GAIA-X project that will offer a new federated infrastructure compliant with EU
regulations as an alternative to the currently available cloud providers. We have presented benefits
of using the TOSCA standard itself and orchestration with xOpera, which could provide the
orchestration functionality to the whole GAIA-X platform. We showed a short demo with xOpera
SaaS, where we deployed a FaaS application on AWS.

RADON tools such as orchestrator and Template Library have a wide area of usage and could be
used in the upcoming European projects that will start in the future. One such project, where XLAB
will be present as a partner, is PIACERE, which aims to provide an integrated DevSecOps
framework that will increase the productivity of the DevOps teams through programming of
Infrastructure as Code (IaC). We have presented TOSCA and xOpera orchestrators in a workshop,
where we proposed how our tools could be integrated into PIACERE architecture. XLAB will
contribute to the definition and development of the PIACERE platform by leading activities related
to trustworthiness and security of IaC and will try to provide xOpera SaaS as a tool that will be
used to deploy IaC applications.

7.5. TJD

The following table lists the community building actions performed by TJD.

Action Motivation Target
Audience

Platform Timeline

Presentation
at JADS
Ecosystems
Company:
Verum

TJD Showcased all its RADON
exploitable assets as the basis for
further industrial collaboration
either on (1) AI Software
Engineering and predictive
maintenance or as (2) baseline for
the preparation of assistive
technology during software
processes

Industrial Virtual April 2021

Presentation
at IoT Spring

TJD outlined the RADON technical
offer and drove a 25-minute

Education/
Academia

Virtual May 2021
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School by
UniSalerno

validative tutorial of the
methodology and connected assets

Invited
Seminar at
University of
Molise

TJD outlined the RADON
methodology and predictive
maintenance assets around the
DefPred tool as potential baselines
for technology transfer in
collaboration with UniMol

Education/
Academia

Virtual May 2021

Tutorial/Prese
ntation at
ESOCC 2020

Community building as part of the EU
Projects Track, with the intention of
disseminating results but also
engaging further partners for
follow-up work or project proposals.

Mixed Virtual September 2020

Presentation at
the
TOSCA-TC
for DefPred
Asset

Gathering feedback on RADON IDE
and DefPred exploitable assets to
gather industrial validation as well as
valuable exploitation pathways
beyond RADON.

Industrial Virtual July 2020

Presentation at
PyData

Showcasing of the RADON IDE and
RADON DefPred assets for the
purpose of gaining direct contact with
potential exploitation bases beyond
the borders of RADON.

Industrial Virtual October 2020

Presentation at
JADS@Resea
rch Methods
Symposia

Showcasing of the RADON
exploitable assets is part of the TJD
unit to students and academic bases
with the objective of (1) gathering
extra student evaluation and follow-up
works as well as (2) academic
collaborations for further internal
exploitation.

Education/
Academia

Virtual October 2020

Table 7.5.1 - TJD actions

7.5.1. Action details

Stemming from the aforementioned exploitation avenues, the following action details are foreseen:

1. In the context of the TOSCA TC, it was foreseen that showcasing DefPred would have been
valuable for at least three reasons: (a) the TC could give feedback on the tool and strengthen
its evaluation; (b) the ad-hoc’s formal mandate is also to investigate technologies such as
DefPred and define best practices connected to advanced TOSCA uses foreseen in the scope
of the tool; (c) the ad-hoc proceedings offer a valuable dissemination opportunity. Further
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actions foreseen around this is the practical application of the tool possibly in the scope of
the running seminar series on TOSCA technology sponsored by the TC.

2. In the scope of the JADS ecosystems’ companies, JADE Lab at TJD (host of the RADON
project) is looking to strengthen the DefPred tool’s industrial evaluation and exploitation,
especially along the lines of software pipelines---possibly data-intensive ones---in support
of large scale applications. Verum Corp. in NL offers such a profile and, what is more, it
also provides a value-add scenario: the possibility of using DefPred in the scope of an
Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) technology rigged for continuous verification.
In combination with such technology, DefPred would---in the case of Verum---add the
competitive advantage of offering operational infrastructure code validation beyond what
was originally foreseen in terms of tool usage. Further actions with Verum reflect the actual
and real-life trial of the tool in the aforementioned scenarios.

3. In the scope of the IoT spring school at UniSalerno, and the Technology Transfer office at
UniMolise, TJD is looking to exploit DefPred to (a) gather international thesis students
opportunities around the refinement of the tool itself; (b) gather additional industrial bases
for collaboration and further exploitation around the tool; (c) elaborate a plan for the
patenting of (some of) the technology around DefPred. All aforementioned activities are
still ongoing and results pending.

7.6. EFI/PRQ

The following table lists the community building actions performed by PRQ.

Action Motivation Target Audience Platform Timeline

Webinar:
Serverless
applications with
the RADON
framework

Online webinar
following the first
webinar and
going deeper into
Radon
functionality and
hands-on demo.

Industry
professionals,
customers and
broader
community
outreach

Online webinar 03. March 2021

DevOps
Conference 2021

Public exposure
to future
customers &
attract new users

Tech companies
and community,
Customers,
students

Online conference
booth

23-24 March 2021

CoDe Academy7

training 2021
Functionality
validation

Students University
training and

July 2021

7 https://www.praqma.com/training/code-academy/
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through end user
testing.

guest lectures.

Blog post Create publicity
and interest around
the Project.

Praqma customers,
developers and
internal awareness.

Social media 25. September
2020

CoDe Academy8

training 2020
Functionality
validation through
end user testing.

Students University training
and guest lectures.

Delayed until
further notice due
to Covid

CoDe Conf 2020 Attract interest and
potential users.

Early adaptors and
internal champions
within a company.

Conference April 2020
Delayed until
further notice.

DevOpsDays
conference

Exposure and
showcase
functionality

Technical
community

Conference Delayed until
further notice due
to Covid

Table 7.6.1 - EFI/PRQ actions

7.6.1. Action details

Webinar: Serverless applications with the RADON framework. The second webinar organized
by Eficode was held on March 03 2021 and had the form of a workshop. This workshop was a
continuation of the first webinar providing a better overview of the RADON solution to the
participants, but also demonstrating features and usability of the framework with a hands-on demo.
The participants had the chance to follow step-by-step instructions and pose questions to the
instructors in real time. Similarly to the first webinar, it was advertised broadly to Eficode’s
network through the website and the social media and the recording of the event can be accessed in
https://www.eficode.com/events/radon-workshop.

Many of the workshop attendees expressed their eagerness to try out more features offered by
RADON in order to evaluate how it can be used and customized to their own needs and asked for
access to the public RADON instance the consortium maintains for testing purposes.

8 https://www.praqma.com/training/code-academy/
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Figure 7.6.1 - Webinar 2: Radon hands-on workshop

DevOps Conference 2021. The DEVOPS Conference is the result of the merger of two leading
DevOps events in the Nordics: CoDe-Conf & DEVOPS 2020. Eficode has proudly been organizing
these two events for many years to help spread the DevOps approaches to software development
and contribute to building the DevOps community in Europe. Due to the COVID-19 situation the
previous physical events had to be postponed until it is safe for everyone to participate but the need
to keep up with the most recent technology updates and DevOps practices remains the same.
Therefore Eficode organized the DevOps Conference 2021 as a two-days online event with great
success. More than 6500 participants attended the event from multiple countries around the world
and RADON maintained an online conference booth where attendees could reach out in order to
get more information, request demonstrations or any assistance including Q&A sessions. After the
end of the conference, attendees that registered interest in our booth and the RADON product in
general were contacted to follow-up with private discussions regarding usage of the framework
and customization.
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Figure 7.6.2 - Radon booth in DevOps conference 2021

Radon was listed as a community sponsor for the DevOps conference 2021 and raised visibility and
interest from companies and individuals working in the DevOps sector.
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Figure 7.6.3 - DevOps 2021 sponsors

CoDe Academy training 2021. Eficode has planned to deliver a series of training sessions in the
CoDe Academy which is scheduled for July 2021 in the Norwegian University of Science and
Technology (NTNU). It is a 4 days course and it’s provided to students at the end of the academic
year. The previous years CoDe Academy attracted a lot of attention giving back great feedback.
This year the Academy is planned in Oslo, Copenhagen and Helsinki and will expose RADON
framework mostly to graduate students with background in computer science and cloud computing.
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7.7. UST

The following table lists the community building actions performed by UST.

Action Motivation Target Audience Platform Timeline

CTT
outreach

Present and use CTT for the
partners in an open collaboration
with University of Bozen-Bolzano,
EsuLab, Ericsson, and GSSI.

Performance and
DevOps
engineers from
industry and
research

Academic/
Industrial
collaboration

Since
M06

RADON
Framework
outreach

Present RADON as a framework
for serverless at a Dagstuhl
seminar on serverless computing
in the context of discussions in the
Software Engineering group.

Serverless
experts from
industry and
research

Hybrid
seminar M29

GMT
Outreach via
contributions
to Eclipse
Software
Foundation

GMT extensions and
enhancements are constantly
contributed back to Eclipse
Winery’s official repository under
the Eclipse organization.

Eclipse Winery
users, TOSCA
users

Eclipse
organization
at GitHub

Since
M14

Open source Provide GMT source code as open
source to increase visibility and
dissemination.

TOSCA users GitHub Since
M12

Open source Provide CTT source code as open
source to increase visibility and
dissemination.

Performance and
DevOps engineers

GitHub Since
M12

RADON
outreach

In the context of a guest lecture at
the University Jheronimus Academy
of Data Science (JADS) about
microservices we present a tutorial
on how to develop and deploy
FaaS-based microservices using
RADON.

Students of the
course “Big Data
Engineering”

Online
webinar

M22

Table 7.7.1 - UST  actions

7.7.1. Action details

In the final period of the project, UST has been involved in multiple individual and joint activities
with the aim to promote the joint results produced by the RADON Consortium and increase the
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outreach for the RADON tools developed by UST. The joint activities are discussed in the section
“Joint community outreach”.

One recurring action from UST is related to contributions of RADON GMT extensions to the
Eclipse Winery repository. Each change introduced in the last phase of the project was successfully
merged into the official Eclipse Winery repository, making these changes visible to other Winery
users and increasing the chances of adopting Winery by those planning to adopt the TOSCA
standard.

Further, the members of the UST unit participated in the Dagstuhl Seminar on serverless computing
which grouped together the researchers from the serverless computing domain. In particular, the
RADON results were discussed in the context of the expert group on software engineering (the
UST unit was a part of this group). The main goal was to increase the awareness about the RADON
approach and results developed during the course of the project in the serverless community.

Over almost the entire project period, UST had a joint collaboration involving partners from the
University of Bozen-Bolzano, EsuLab, Ericsson, and GSSI. The collaboration was in the context of
continuous load testing in DevOps. Particularly, the approach on domain-based load testing was
developed as part of this collaboration, including its integration with CTT in the final period of the
project.

7.8. UTR

The following table lists the individual community building actions performed by UTR.

Action Implementation Target
Audience

Platform Timeline

Open source Provide data pipeline TOSCA
models, their implementations and
tools as open source to attract
collaborators.

DevOps
engineers

Github Since
M18

Fostering new
research
communities

Build new research consortiums
applying RADON data pipeline
methodologies and tools to solve
challenges.

Research
groups,
companies

H2020,
Erasmus+

Since
M18

Public videos Creating public videos for
demonstrating how to use RADON
data pipeline methodology and
tools

DevOps
engineers

Youtube Since
M16
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Public lectures Lectures and practical tutorials on
serverless technologies and using
RADON methodology and tools -
fostering local Estonian community
of Serverless and data pipeline
technology practitioners.

Students, wider
public

Classrooms,
Panopto online

M14,
M20,
M26

R&D
consultation
service

Creating local public R&D and
consultation service to attract
partners for future industrial and
research collaborations and finding
customers for RADON in Estonia.

Local Estonian
companies

ADAPTER,
ETIS

M30

Presentation in
Valencia 2021
Summer School

A talk on XaaS (Everything as a
Service) Cloud paradigm,
Serverless, TOSCA and the results
of the RADON project.

Students,
Researchers

Valencia, Spain
(partially
online)

June
30th,
2021

Local knowledge
transfer

Demonstration of the RADON tools
and data pipeline models to other
local research and HPC units.

Researchers,
developers

Tartu, online M30

Table 7.8.1 - UTR actions

7.8.1. Action details

In the final period of the project, UTR has been involved in multiple individual and joint activities
which are targeted at building a community around the RADON framework, tools and models. The
new activities after the previous period are reported in this section. The joint activities are discussed
in the “Joint community outreach” section.
Public lectures: Four RADON related public lectures were given in Spring 2021 in the UTR
LTAT.06.008 Cloud Computing course:

1. Function as a Service (FaaS) - Serverless - Lecture overed Serverless computing, its
challenges and opportunities. Lab covered designing and deploying FaaS functions in IBM
Cloud using IBM functions and Cloudant services.

2. Data acquisition, migration and flow management - Covered data pipelines, Apache
NiFi. Lab covered designing data pipelines in Apache NiFi.

3. Internet of Things and Edge Computing - Covered using Apache NiFi based data
pipeline for Internet of things and Edge computing. Lab covered designing Edge to Cloud
data pipelines using Apache NiFi and MiNiFi.

4. Cloud service deployment models - Covered TOSCA and RADON tools: GMT and
orchestrator. In this lab students used GMT to design a service template for deploying
Azure functions and used xOpera to deploy it in Azure cloud. We also measured how long it
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takes for students to learn and use these two RADON tools. Results are provided in
deliverable D6.5.

All the lectures are published online in UTR Panopto platform and links to them are publicly
available from the course website . In addition, the lab materials are also fully public and anyone9

can access them and try to complete the practical tasks on their own.

Figure 7.8.1 - Public lecture on “Cloud service deployment models” in the Cloud Computing course10

R&D consultation service: We have created a public service for real-time data migration and
management consultation which targets local Estonian companies and institutions. The service
titled “Modeling and deployment of cloud services and real-time data migration and analytics
pipelines” and covers RADON data pipeline modelling and orchestration related technical support,
TOSCA template design and implementation, consultation on RADON GMT, CTT and xOpera
tools and general consultation on how to deal with real-time data migration. The main domains we
target are Smart City data management and Edge Computing, as these are our major research
directions. We have already provided consultation and development service to the Tartu City
government for real-time migration of traffic counter data between Cumulocity IoT database and
ArcGIS Geographical Information System (GIS) platforms. The service is published in local

10 https://panopto.ut.ee/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b6d72802-1b58-4659-9912-ad25007828f6
9 https://courses.cs.ut.ee/2021/cloud/spring/Main/Lectures
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Estonian research service database: Estonian Research Information System and ADAPTER ,11 12

making it highly visible in Estonia.

Public videos: Video of the live Data Pipeline: Automating data movement in cloud bootcamp
webinar (described in “Joint community outreach” section as part of the RADON bootcamp
webinars) held on 25th of June will be published on RADON Youtube channel in July 2021. A
different version of the tutorial which is longer and contains extended comments will be published
as a separate video to provide a more elaborate demonstration of the process.
Presentation in Valencia 2021 Summer School: Pelle Jakovits will give a session in 2021
Valencia Summer School on Challenges in Data Science, Big Data, Biostatistics, Artificial
Intelligence and Communications on June 30th 2021 on the topic of “Cloud computing and cloud
hands on” , presenting on XaaS (Everything as a Service) Cloud paradigm, Serverless, TOSCA13

and RADON project. The talk will introduce students to the benefits of using TOSCA and how to
utilize RADON GMT, xOpera and data pipelines.

Local knowledge transfer: We demonstrated the RADON methodology, models and created tools
(GMT, xOpera, data pipelines) to other local units in the Tartu University, to transfer some of the
knowledge and technologies locally and to potentially increase the community of TOSCA users in
Estonia. The first two units were High Performance Centre , which provides HPC, Grid and14

Cloud services to UTR research groups and other estonian universities and institutions and
Autonomous driving lab , which develops technology and models for self-driving cars. Feedback15

from High Performance Centre infrastructure group head was that FaaS functions is a service that
they are not currently planning to support, but may be something for the future if the FaaS
platforms support for HPC matures. They see potential in the data pipeline RADON models, as this
may help them handle data pipelines-as-code in the future, but they would like better support for
their deployment in Kubernetes. Overall, they find that once the Serverless and data workflow
technologies mature, RADON projects work could help them mitigate some of the problems with
their adoption in the HPC systems. The Autonomous driving lab was unfortunately unable to
provide detailed feedback before the end of June 2021, as they had significant commitments to
deliver. A separate feedback session has been scheduled at the start of August 2021.

15 https://www.cs.ut.ee/en/autonomous-driving-lab
14 https://hpc.ut.ee/en/home/

13https://esdeveniments.uv.es/60245/section/28376/challenges-in-data-science_-big-data-biostatistics-artificial-intellige
nce-and-communications-summe.html

12 https://adapter.ee/
11 https://www.etis.ee/Portal/ProductServices/Display/558f54c9-311f-46f6-a433-be020dc39dca?lang=ENG
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8. Continuation of Community engagement
Keeping the community alive is undoubtedly very important especially in open-sourced projects
like RADON. We, as a consortium are planning to take actions in order to keep the community
engaged with the final product, in the period post M30. Similarly to the actions taken at the end of
the project, we have planned to publish a second round of RADON framework advertisements in
the 4th quarter of 2021. Essentially the video material, blog posts, and social media posts will be
used so that we raise more interest and attract more users periodically. As serverless technologies
and DevOps, in general, matures increasingly in various technological domains, it is highly
probable that RADON will be suitable for more use cases as long as it remains actively and
publicly promoted and advertised.

In the next subsection, each unit will present its future community-building efforts that will add
value to the overall joint community-building plan.

8.1. IMP

IMP plans to continue community dissemination and engagement across multiple directions. First,
the unit regularly engages in top-tier performance and software engineering conferences (such as
SIGMETRICS, ICSE, DSN, FSE, CCGrid, MASCOTS), summer schools, and training events and
we plan to continue discussing relevant research results stemming from the RADON research in
those contexts.

IMP also plans giving seminars at working groups at SPEC RG DevOps, co-organizing the
QUDOS workshop together with the SPEC DevOps RG, attending virtual and physical meetup
groups in London to advertise the project (e.g., London DevOps), and give seminars and invited
talks internationally about the developments within the project.

The unit also plans to keep submitting conference tutorials (e.g., at ICPE, QEST, or equivalent) and
outreach presentations at industrial events (e.g., DevOpsDays or equivalent).

IMP also intends to contribute to schools for doctoral students and early academics such as
well-known events regularly organised at Dagstuhl, SummerSOC, Bertinoro, and other common
sites in the scientific community for summer schools. We will also publish news stories about the
RADON results on the unit web pages and ensure that our organization also posts announcements
on our group website (http://qore.doc.ic.ac.uk) and Twitter channel.

8.2. TJD

TJD owns a considerable basis for community-based dissemination and engagement. First, the
methodology is planned to be further disseminated in DevOps-specific and cloud-native-specific
communities worldwide (e.g., ICSOC, SummerSOC, ESOCC). We plan to further this engagement
in the 18-24 months after the duration of EU RADON.
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Furthermore, because both the Big Data Engineering course at JADS and the PDEng course
module at the same institute feature cloud-native technologies, the RADON Stack and
methodology are planned as basic and recurrent baselines for community building and further
engagement into the usage and dissemination of RADON.

In addition, 3-5 submissions of RADON demos and material connected to similarly exploitable
assets are planned as soon as the next round of conferences and presentations are fixed for the
coming year, in a potential period of 7-14 months. Venues for this endeavor include---but are not
limited---to the MalTesQue workshop, the LASER DevOps summit, the upcoming Dagstuhl
seminar on Infrastructure Code, and more.

Finally, from a long-term perspective, we plan to use RADON baselines belonging to TJD as the
basis for services computing, blockchain-oriented computing, and quantum services computing
Ph.D.’s to be incepted in the scope of the coming months and collaboratively with JADE Lab’s
industrial partners and financing institutions. Such Ph.D. will carry out flagship dissemination
activities stemming from their research endeavors. We foresee the creation of even more
sub-projects and possibly other research proposal spin-offs of RADON itself.

8.3. EFI/PRQ

EFI/PRQ, as a  software consulting company specializing in digital transformation and DevOps
consulting, brings expertise on how organizational processes, team responsibilities, and
socio-technical processes should be changed in order to adopt DevOps and CI/CD tools in the
industry. To raise awareness of the latest technological achievements and trends, we regularly
organize conferences, public talks, workshops, and teaching camps in collaboration with
universities. All communities related to the above events are acknowledged as target communities
for the RADON framework and thus the continuation of the above events will keep bringing
communities together for future engagement with RADON.

DevOps conference will be the main annual event used for RADON community-building. It brings
together a significant number of participants, all related to our end-product, and can act as the silver
bullet to keep the communities engaged. RADON will have the opportunity to re-introduce itself or
announce new features/updates as a community sponsor, similar to the one that took place on
March 21.

Another set of actions mainly aiming to strengthen the RADON community is the organization and
participation in DevOps events called DevOpsDays Copenhagen and Oslo. These meetup groups
are the perfect place to expose such a framework in a more informal manner to a broad range of
stakeholders and user groups.

Furthermore, Code Academy training is a student 4 days course, held at the end of the academic
year, and is a great opportunity to introduce RADON to new communities bringing together the
academic background of the students with the broad industry. Getting more users to adopt the
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RADON practices and possibly bring their experiences to their future roles in companies can play
both an exploitation role but also a very good community-building strategy.

8.4. ENG

ENG will continue to disseminate the results from the project through the ENG training school and
its “Look Ahead” channel dedicated to emergent technologies. To the date a further webinar
dedicated to the TOSCA standard is being considered as a further contribution by the RADON
project. Based on the actual interests registered for the webinar dedicated to FaaS and the actual
requests from customers, the school will consolidate the knowledge and experience gained from
the project into a new course about FaaS.

8.5. XLAB

XLAB’s internal strategy is in development of solutions and tools for automation of deployment
and configuration, improving stability using machine learning and AI and anything that can help to
the process of DevOps. In this sense we are very deeply engaged with the Ansible community
where our members also have decision making positions, which helps us to present our work and
be noticed. Here we will continue to collaborate and incrementally present our contributions.

On the other side, XLAB created a set of very interesting assets around xOpera tools. We will
continue to work on the tools and keep presenting the advances of the tools to relevant
communities. Beside, Ansible community, the TOSCA community is quite interested in our work
and they do like to invite us when they need to present an example of the TOSCA orchestrator.
Currently we are involved in the presentation of SODALITE/RADON collaboration inside the
series of the TOSCA implementation stories webinars. On the same webinar we will present the
implementation of TOSCA orchestrator (xOpera), in the near future. Currently it is planned for
September 2021.

However, lately XLAB became a member of the GAIA-X movement, where we also presented our
TOSCA approach for the orchestration. The GAIA-X started to investigate the approaches to
describe the applications and the TOSCA seems one applicable way and the xOpera one of the
potential open source solutions that they might want to integrate. On this step it is too early to
foresee what will happen, but XLAB will support the GAIA-X with the experiences and knowledge
from TOSCA and implementation of the orchestrator engines.

8.6. ATC

ATC as the communication leader of the RADON project, will upkeep all related activities after the
end of the project, whilst the commercialization activities are well established. In this context, the
planned communication activities will continue being maintained. The consortium partners will
keep receiving the internal newsletter scheduled twice per week to remind everyone how to
frequently disseminate project actions already posted by ATC (i.e. repost RADON blogs created by
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ATC and retweet RADON Tweets created by ATC). This newsletter will also remind all how to
create their own blogs, tweets related to the project using the predefined templates within the
Communications Kit, designed for this purpose and already in place since March 2021.

Also ATC will support the plan on how to continue with new communications activities after the
end of the project. RADON consortium partners have agreed that on several occasions which might
come up during the next months, they might create blog posts or Tweets that are related either to
new (Post M30) actions or improvements to individual tools, or related to actions related to
community reach. ATC will support the reposting of blog posts via the official RADON website,
retweets of related Twitter posts and reposting of LinkedIn posts via the official LinkedIn account.
In order to fulfill the above, ATC will support reposting/retweeting of blog posts / Twitter posts
every 15 days after the end of the project (the ones that are created by the partners), and also
creation of some new blogs and posts based on available material.

In addition to the above, ATC will regularly organize internal workshops, in order to continue
dissemination of RADON methodology in our internal development teams. In this manner
developers within ATC will be able to familiarize themselves with the whole framework and
specific tools. This aims to the overall target of embedding serverless in more development
opportunities and also getting more internal developers teams to work with DevOps oriented
techniques, enabling thus the teams to better cooperate and also benefit from the advantages of
Reduced Operating Costs and reduced Technical Implementation overheads. Moreover, this will
broaden the basis of projects in which serverless FaaS architecture is used, leading to cumulatively
reduced Operating costs, reduced overheads for all implementations we carry through and better
Time-To-Market for all products we deliver.

8.7. UST

UST’s main technical assets that resulted from the RADON projects are the open-source GMT and
CTT tools, including the associated research contributions. As we have already published all source
code and data associated with the tool and publications (many of them open access), we hope that
the research community will pick them up. However, this is hard to predict and plan. For
GMT/Winery, that it is an Eclipse tool further amplifies possible community building. The assets
will flow into our future projects as technical contributions, which will help in the community
building around the tools and approaches.

In order to advertise the tools and approaches around GMT and CTT, we anticipate different
measures. First, we will (re)circulate already existing promotional materials such as the RADON
tool videos, webinar and tutorial videos, and other documentation. Community events (in case they
happen on-site) such as SummerSOC 21 and the meetings of the working group “Microservices and
DevOps” of the “Gesellschaft für Informatik” (GI) shall be used to present the results in respective
talks demonstrating the final RADON results.
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Moreover, we plan to continue our activities around the ongoing research collaborations, e.g., with
the SPEC RG, Esulab, University of Bozen-Bolzano, and Ericsson. Planned ongoing and future
activities concern the continuous testing of FaaS/serverless, as well as the antipattern-based
detection, diagnosis, and resolution of load-related quality problems combining test-based and
model-based approaches.

8.8. UTR

UTR will continue using the RADON methodology and tools as part of the teaching materials in
university courses (e.g., Cloud computing, Mobile computing and IoT) which acts to transfer the
knowledge and tools of the RADON project to UTR students who are the current and future IT
practitioners. In 2021 Autumn (and potentially in the following fall semesters) the Mobile
computing and IoT course will include a lecture and lab on utilizing TOSCA for Edge computing
using the related RADON tools. The Cloud computing course will continue on spring semesters
and will teach TOSCA modelling, data pipelines and orchestration while reusing the RADON
related materials created in the past two years. We commit to using these materials for at least two
years, and foresee the need to update the related models and implementations in a continuous
manner as part of the course.

A brand new 6 ECTS course on “DevOps: Automating Software Delivery and Operations” is
created out of the RADON project. The course will be delivered from 2021/22 Fall semester with a
maximum number of 40 students. The course will include several RADON-related tools, such as
Ansible, TOSCA, Docker, Jenkin, and many more. A dedicated lecture on how the RADON project
is developed by adopting the DevOps approach will be delivered as a use case. Students will also
get acquainted with several RADON tools, such as GMT, CTT, Orchestrator, etc. The details on the
new course can be found on https://courses.cs.ut.ee/2021/DevOps/fall.

UTR will continue running the created the Data migration and management consulting service in
the local Estonian market, utilizing the TOSCA modelling and RADON data pipeline methodology
to design real-time data migration services and solve issues with their reliability and real-time
management. This service is publicly advertised in Estonian Research Information System and16

ADAPTER which will facilitate local Estonian companies and institutions to find the service and17

act as a funnel to find new industrial collaboration partners in future. We will link to the service in
our future talks and webinars.

We will also initiate industrial and academic collaboration to build upon the results of the RADON
projects, writing future research proposals exploiting and building upon the results of this project,
in particular using TOSCA to manage and automatically scale data pipeline and migration services.
We plan to focus mainly on two research directions: Smart City data management and Edge

17 https://adapter.ee/en/
16 https://www.etis.ee/
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computing, as we feel that the RADON project results could significantly contribute to solving
some of the major current issues with data reliability, monitoring and dynamic deployment.

As part of all the aforementioned activities, we commit to contribute to the open source TOSCA
projects and build additional models and templates through student thesis projects and future
research projects, while making them publicly available on github and providing consultation
services when other institutions and companies require customization of the existing templates or
consultations in adopting them.
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9. Conclusions
The consortium has made significant efforts for community building and general dissemination of
RADON in Y3 at a collective and individual level. Each partner in the consortium has a certain
niche and distinct entry to a community with different potential user groups. Most of the work in
this work package took place in the format of online sessions and collaborations between relevant
projects and communities. This is reflected in the joint and individual community-building efforts
tables that are described in full detail in this document. With the RADON framework on a stable
version and the Demonstrator training material finalized, we were able to organize multiple
webinars, workshops, and seminars aiming to strengthen our community and encourage
collaboration and trials. Our outreach efforts with open-source community platforms and academic
venues like OPEN TOSCA, AnsibleFest and QUDOS and “Gesellschaft für Informatik” (GI) were
continued throughout the third year while we also had the chance to represent RADON in one of
the biggest online events of the year, the DevOps Conference 2021 bringing new interest and
potential users. Moreover, thanks to the social media analysis on LinkedIn and Twitter that we did
throughout the duration of the project we managed to understand where there is significant interest
from people working in the DevOps sector and focus better on targeting specific audiences.
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